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ON EXTENDING SEMIGROUPS OF CONTRACTIONS
BY

JAMES A. DEDDENSO)

In this paper we prove the continuous analog of a theorem by Sz.-Nagy and
Foias [7] on extending contractive operators. We also give a new proof of Cooper's
Theorem [1], [5], [6]. We pattern our proof after that of Theorem 2.1 by Lax and
Phillips [4], which is a special case of our Main Theorem (also p. 39 of [7]).
We will consider only complex Hubert spaces and all operators will be linear.
A subspace will be a closed linear manifold and if Jt is a subspace of a Hubert
space Jf, then Pj¡ will be the (orthogonal) projection of 3tf onto Jt'. If Jf is a
linear manifold in 3t?, (.AT)' will denote its closure. We say that {A(r), ttO} is a
strongly continuous semigroup of contractive operators on <5f if for all t, s^O,

T(t+s)= T(t)T(s),117X011
= 1. 7X0)
= / and for all x g ^ T(t)x-> A(s)xas t -> s.
The semigroup {T(t), i^O} on ¿? is unitarily equivalent to {R(t), t^O} on Jf if
there exists a unitary U on Jf to Jf, such that UT(t) = R(t)Ufor all r^0, we denote

this by T(t)^R(t).
A subspace Jt of ^f is said to be an invariant subspace for {A(i), t^O} if T(t)Jt

<^Jt for all r^O. If we also have T(t)*Jt^Jt

for all t^O, then Jt is said to be a

reducing subspace for {T(t), t^O}. An invariant subspace Jt of {T(t), t^O} is said
to be full if the smallest reducing subspace containing it is Jf.

Let Jf be a Hubert space, and let L2(R+, Jf) denote the Hubert space of all
strongly (Lebesgue) measurable functions / on R+ with values in C#~such that

Jä+ ll/(0H2<fc<°°. Define backward translation {B(t),t^0} on L2(R+,Jf)
(A(f)/)(i)=/(i-|-r).
Then {A(0> i^O} is a strongly continuous
coisometric operators.

by

semigroup of

Main Theorem. Let {T(t), t ä 0} be a strongly continuous semigroup of contractive
operators on a Hilbert space J?. Then there exists Hubert spaces Jf0 and $Cy, a
strongly continuous unitary semigroup {U(t)} on c€y and a subspace Jt ofL2(R + , JT0)

© Xy such that

T(t) s (B(t)© U(t))U
where {B(t)} is backward translation on L2(R +, Jf0) and Jt is invariant for

{B(t) © 17(f)}.
If Jt is full then the extension is unique.
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Cooper's Theorem. Let {V(t), r^O} be a strongly continuous semigroup of isometric operators on a Hilbert space Jf. Then there exists a unique reducing subspace
Jf in Jf such that {V(t)\jr} is a unitary semigroup and {V(t)\j<-i} is unitarily equivalent to forward translation [the adjoint of backward translation] on L2(R +, Jf) for
some Jf.
Corollary.
Let {V(t), i^O} be a strongly continuous semigroup of isometric
operators on a Hilbert space Jf. Then there exists a strongly continuous unitary
semigroup {U(t), t^O} on Jf^Jf
such that Jf is a full invariant subspace for {U(t)}

and

v(t) = u(t)U.
The proof of the corollary consists merely of extending the forward translation
on L2(R +, Jf) in Cooper's Theorem to forward translation on L2(R, Jf).
In the course of the proof of the two theorems we need the following facts:

Proposition (see Lax and Phillips [4, Appendix 1]). Let {T(t), t¡tO}bea strongly
continuous semigroup of contractive operators on Jf, and

_

..

T(h)-I

B = s hm —^-j—
¡0 = ixe
\xeJf:
(

lim

h-o +

-^-

h

exists \.
)

Then
(a) d/dt(T(t)x) = BT(t)x = T(t)Bx for x e 2>, t>0.
(b) Q>is a dense linear manifold, which is invariant for {T(t)}.

(c) d/dt ||T(t)x||2 = 2¡Me(BT(t)x,T(t)x) for x e 2.
(d) (Bx, x) + (x, Bx) -¿Oforxe®.
Lemma 1. Let ^^Jfo®Jfx
be an invariant subspace for {B(t) © U(t), i^O}
where {U(t)} is a unitary semigroup, and for all x e Jf0, B(t)*B(t)x —>0 as t —>oo.

Then (Pje^y,

(Pje.ST)- full imply % is full.

Proof. Suppose Jf^g

and reduces {77(0© ^(O)- Then (P^Jf)-

(Px>xJf)- =Jfx since they contain (Pye^y

and (P^^y

=^o and

and reduce {B(t)} and

{U(t)}. For x0 © Xi e Jf, we have

0 © xx = lim (77(0 © U(t))*(B(t) © U(t))(x0 © x,) e Jf.
Í-.0O

Hence Jf0, -^S^,

so that £ is full.

Lemma 2. For i =1,2, let Jf¿, Jfi be Hilbert spaces, {U¡(t), t^O} be unitary
semigroups, Ji^ be full invariant subspaces for {77t(0 © Ut(t)} on L2(R +, Jf¿) © Jfx,
andTi(t) = (Bi(t) © U¿t))\jr{. VTi(t)~T2(t),
then there exists a unitary T carrying
L2(R +,Jf0x) onto L2(R +, Jf02), Jfx1 onto Jfx2, and Jtx onto Ji2, which implements
Bx(t)^B2(t) and Ux(t)^U2(t).
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Proof. Let y be the unitary from Jtx onto Jt2 which satisfies yA1(r) = A2(;)y.
Since the closed linear span of elements of the form

(Bf(t)®U?(t))Xi,

x.eJt^t^O,

reduces {Bx(t) © £/,(*)}, and contains Jtx, it is all of A2(A+, Jf04)© Jf¿
For t0,..., tn^0 and x°,..., x\ e Jty we define

r( ¿ (B*y(tk)
© Uî(tk))x\\ = 2 (B*(tk)© t/l-^Jyxî.
\)c = 0

/

k=0

Since

2 (¿i(ífc)© uf(tk))x\ = 2 w*) © m(tk))yx\
]| fc= 0

|| ÍC= 0

r is well defined, and has a unique extension to an isometry from L2(R +, Jfo1)
© Jfy onto L2(R +, JT02)© ^\- r satisfies all the required properties, because

r(A*(o© uf(t)) = (B*(t)© t/a*(0)r
and if r(x©j)

= «©t;then

r(0©j) = 0©r.

For the discrete analogs of these two lemmas see Douglas [2].
Lemma 3. If V* is a coisometry with Jf as an invariant subspace, then
V*\jr is coisometric iff'Jf

reduces V*.

Proof. We only prove that V*\jf coisometric implies that Jf is reducing for V*.

Let x g Jf. Then
||x||2 = ||Kx||2 = ||A^Kx||2+||A>-iKx||2

So that ||A^-iKx||2 = 0 or Vx eJf.

= ||x||2+]|A^iFx||2.

Thus Jf is also invariant for V, hence reduces

V*.
Proof of the main theorems. We first construct an extension for contractive
semigroups, which we apply to coisometric semigroups to prove Cooper's Theorem.
We then use the extension and the corollary to Cooper's Theorem to prove the
Main Theorem.

For all x,y eSi, let
(x,y)i = -(Ax,j)-(x,Aj).
Then ( , )y is a symmetric, positive semidefinite (proposition (d)) bilinear functional on 3>. Hence the Schwarz inequality holds, which implies

Jf = {x e 2 : (x, x)y = 0}
is a linear manifold. Form

Jf = 2/Jf
and
Jf0 = completion of Jf" in || \\y norm.

Then Jf0 is a Hubert space with inner product ( , )x.
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Using proposition (c) we see that

||7X0*||Î= -¿/A||7X0*IIaforx e ^, i > 0.
So that for a > 0

f |7X0*II?.
<ft= - \a d/dt\\T(t)x\\2
dt = ||x||2-||7(a)x||2.

Jo

Jo

Hence letting a ->- oo, we have

(1)

||x||2= JoP 17X0*11?*+
limHT^xll2.
a-»«>

We now define

PT = s lim 7X0*7X0.

At = PT2,

i-,00

so that, for x e Jf
\\ATx\\2 = lim ||7(a)x||2.
a-* oo

Let Jf' = (ATJfy

and define {VT(t)} on ATJf by
VT(t)ATx = ^T7(0*,

then { Fr(0} is isometric on ATJf, so we can extend it continuously to Jf' = (ATJf) ~.
Now (1) allows us to define an isometry

\Z:2^L2(R

+,Ofo)®Jf'

by
2x = Wx® ATx
where ( Wx)(0 = 7(0* (henceforth we will identify an element of 3¡ with its equivalence class in Jf0). By proposition (b) @i is dense in Jf, so we can extend 2 continuously to all of Jf. Denote this new isometry by 2. Then

27(0 = WT(t)@ATT(t) = 77(0W® VT(t)AT

= (5(0 © rr(0)S,
where {B(t)} is backward translation on L2(R +, Jf0).
Using 2 "1 we have

r(0sW)©Kr(0)l«rTo prove the Main Theorem we extend the isometric semigroup {VT(t)} to a
unitary semigroup, which will follow from the corollary to Cooper's Theorem.
But we also want to prove fullness in the Main Theorem, so we show that
(2)

(Pl2(R+,jr0>(2^))~

is a full invariant subspace.

Let SC be any reducing subspace for {77(0} such that

(P#*\*J$X)Y

S Se £ L2(R\Jf0).
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We must show that ¿¡f=L2(R +, Jf0). We do this by showing that all characteristic
functions with values in 3>/Jf belong to f£. Since 3 reduces and
Xla.bl = B(a)*Xl0,b-al

we need only show that for all xe3>, a > 0
hx(t) = x

(So

= 0

t > a,

belongs to 3.
For a > 0, we have that
hax(t) = (Wx)(t)-(B*(a)B(a)Wx)(t)

_ (T(t)x

t g a

10

t>a

belongs to 3?, since Wx e 3? and 3 reduces {B(t)}. For every £>0, pick a = a/N>0

such that
||x —A(f)x||î < e/a for all t < a.
[This is possible, since for all x g S>

¡x-T(t)x\\2

Ú 4||Ax|| ||x-A(0x||

and the fact that {T(t)} is strongly continuous.]
This being done, consider
kax(t) = hax(t) + (B*(a)hax)(t)+

■■■+(B*((N-l)a)hax)(t).

Then kax belongs to f£ and

||A*-fc«*||fa
= J" \hx(t)-kax(t)\\dt
= [\\hx(t)-kax(t)\\2dt

= 2

||x-A(í-»x||2í/í

1=0 Jj<¡
N-l

Jo

N-X

ça

<

Since 3 is closed, hxe3.So
We also have that
(3)

¡.a

= j=o
2
>

iix-noxiiï*
e/a dt — Nae/a — e.

that 2}=L2(R+, Jf0).

(Ajr'(2^f))"

is a full invariant subspace,

since, in fact, it equals Jf'.
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We now pause for a moment to prove Cooper's Theorem. Suppose {7(0, ? = 0}
had been coisometric. If y = ATx then z = ATT(t)*x satisfies
VT(t)z = ATT(t)T(t)*x

= ATx = y.

Thus VT(t) is onto, hence {VT(t)}is unitary. We next prove that 2 is unitary. Using
(2) and (3) where

no s woe mo)!«*
with {VT(t)} unitary, we can apply Lemma 1 to conclude that iZJf is a full invariant
subspace. But since {7X0} and {B(t) © VT(t)} are coisometric, Lemma 3 says that
2^T also reduces. Being full and reducing, ZJf=L2(R +, Jf0)®Jf'.
So that 2 is
onto, hence unitary, and

7X0 = B(t) © VT(t).
Taking adjoints we obtain Cooper's Theorem.
We now use the corollary to Cooper's Theorem to extend {VT(t)} to a unitary
semigroup in the Main Theorem. Fullness follows from Lemma 1, (2), and fullness
in the corollary. Lemma 2 is the statement that uniqueness follows from the fullness
of M. Hence the Main Theorem is proven.
Remarks. (1) In Cooper's Theorem, Jf is

Jf = Is lim V(t)V*(t)\Jf = D V(t)Jf.
\

i-.a>

/

(SO

(2) The coefficient space (Q¡/Jf)~ obtained in the two theorems can be seen to
be isometric to !%*= RJf (see Masani [5] and Sz.-Nagy [6]). This is accomplished
using the isometry

* -> —pzR(B-I)x,

xeSd

V2

where

T(h)-I
B = s vhm —i-y—
»1-.0+

h

T= (B + I)(B-iyx
R = (I-T*T)112.

In the case of Cooper's Theorem {7X0}coisometric implies T is coisometric, hence

R = I-T*T, and
<^± = y^

= (T*Jf)L.

(3) If in the Main Theorem, for all * e Jf, T(t)x -> 0 as t -> oo, then AT=0, and
the term {(7(0} is absent. This is Theorem 2.1 of [4].
(4) The extra work needed to prove the fullness of the subspace (PLz(Uf))~
can be justified, since it shows that the obtained extension is the unique one.
(5) The Main Theorem can also be proven using Cooper's Theorem, and the
fact that every strongly continuous contractive semigroup has a unitary dilation
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[7]. This is because having a unitary dilation is equivalent to having a coisometric
extension. To see this suppose T(t)=P^U(t)\x-.
Let Jt=\ft^o
U*(t)Jf. Jt.is
invariant for {U*(t)}, so set V(t)= U*(t)\^. Then Jf is invariant for {V*(t)} and

T(t)=V*(t)U. Since, for xetf, V(t)x=T*(t)x+(V(t)-T*(t))xe3>P®JtQJif,
we have P^V(t)x = (V(t)-T*(t))x. But

jt®je

= p^Jt = v (V(t)-T*(t))^r

and

V(t)(V(s)-T*(s))

= (V(t + s)-T*(t + s))-(V(t)-T*(t))T(s).

So that Jt © ¿T is invariant for {V(t)} or Jf is invariant for {V*(t)}. The proof is the
continuous analog of a proof in [7, p. 12].
I would like to thank my advisor Dr. Peter A. Fillmore for his guidance in the

above work.
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